iCAL Does Not Recognize Group Permissions for - Add Permissions by Individual

Permsisions for Exchange calendars, including personal calendars and resources, can be granted based on moira lists. Moira lists are searchable within the Exchange environment. This works well for users viewing their calendars in OWA, Outlook 2007 or EWS.

iCal users can only view calendars that have been shared with them explicitly, by name. Being a member of a moira group that has been given access to a shared calendar is not sufficient for iCal to allow you access. You must contact the calendar owner/administrator to get them to give you personal access.

Access for iCal users are as follows:

- Read/Write allows full access to a shared (personal) calendar
- Read/Create allows the ability to read and create but not edit current entries
- Read only allows the ability to read the calendar.

iCal does not provide any granularity for delegation administration. For example, as a delegator, you cannot set "Delegate can see my private items" or "Delegate received copies of meeting related messages sent to me" or "Send meeting requests and responses only to my delegate, not to me" within iCal. This can be done via Outlook Web Access within IE. This functionality also exists within Safari and Firefox via the enhanced version of OWA.